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“This story starts, I guess, with what Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa did in
2017. He let the characters of Archie Comics come to life and filmed
their adventures in a show called Riverdale”.

“I did it!”

“The show about Archie and his
friends were followed by many fans
all around the world on television.”

“One of their loyal
followers was Marly.”
“I love

this show.”

“But after a day like any other, Marly’s mind started to wander…”

“Riverdale portrays queer characters and
storylines …

“Marly’s dream gave her a clear
purpose: she is going the find
answers to those questions.”

… but how stereotypical is their portrayal of this
minority group?”

“And how does it affect teens who are
watching such teen shows?”

“First stop: Dhaenens.”

“I read that you did research on
queer representation in Glee in
20131. Could you give me more
insight into this topic?”
“Of course! There are 3
important elements in queer
representation, especially in
teen shows:”

“Welcome,
come in.”

“Gender stereotype.”

“Thank you so
much!”

“Possibility for
intimacy and
romantic relations.”

“Next stop: Padva2
and Meyer3.”

“Interaction
between queers
and non-queers.”

“Who”

“Hi there,
I’m Marly.”

“is”

“I’m really excited to see you, Ms.
Meyer. I was wondering if
Mr. Padva and you could
help with some questions
about teen shows.”

“I think we
are able to make
some time for you.”

“there?”

“Media which are focused on teens are often
more open-minded in their queer
representation, for example in showing
intimate contact between characters.”

“Interesting! And this is in line
with an article I read that stated
that teens nowadays are more
tolerant4 and with the idea of
Gerbner that media cultivate our
social reality.”5

“A long day of visiting many professors had passed when Marly walked home, determined to find the answers about Riverdale.”

Riverdale

“At home, Marly immediately started her research. That didn't happen by itself. After hours and hours of ….

“Watching.”

“Questioning.”

“Discussing.”

“Analyzing.”

…. Marly finally found it!”

“And that, guys, is the story of Marly who
researched our show on queer representation and
what our role is in heteronormativity amongst
generations.”

Cool!

*Heteronormativity refers to the belief that heterosexuality is preferred and that there are two separate and distinct genders with appropriate roles (Van der Toorn, Pliskin & Morgenroth, 20207; Robinson, 20168)
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